
own your adventure
- ideas for sharing your work -

social media

There are lots of platforms to choose from, 

so you can pick the one that fits best with you. 

Instagram is great for sharing organically, 

especially if your artwork takes a long time. 

You can share pics and videos of your process,

sharing the mid-way work as well as the final results. 

 If you like video content, YouTube could suit you, as

you can explain more about how you create.  Or

Pinterest could allow you to curate other content

that inspires you, while also including your own work

but without such a heavy focus.  

website portfolio

You know that it's totally okay to put your

own artwork up in your home, right?

 

It's not conceited.  You're allowed to be

proud of what you've created - it doesn't

make you obnoxious to like your own art!  

If you don't like it, why should 

anyone else? 

 

Giving yourself permission to display 

your work, even just for yourself, 

is a step towards accepting that 

it's worthy of being seen.

show a friend

There are lots of website builders that 

allow you to start off for free.  This 

means that you can dip your toe in the 

water and see if you like it.

Also, creating a website is something that,

despite it being "live" to everyone once 

published, will not easily be found by others 

until you start promoting it.  Yes, eventually,

Google will index it to a certain degree, but at

the start, you can essentially be incognito.

This means you can take steps towards sharing,

but at your own pace.

display it

This can often be the hardest one but, if the online

universe feels intimidating, try reaching out to

someone in real life.  People are usually more

encouraging 

than we expect them to be - and despite the 

common expectation, that anyone who says 

anything complimentary is "just being polite", 

the point is not in listening to their reaction.

 

The act of showing your work to someone 

is what matters.  You can tune out their 

opinion of it - the point is, you opened up 

and next time it will be that bit easier.

Use the next page to brainstorm some ideas

about how you could share your artwork...



website portfolio show a friend

social media display it

Instagram

YouTube

TikTok

Pinterest

Reddit

Twitter

Blog about art you make or

like

Create a gallery of art

images (finished pieces

and/or sketchbook pages) 

A few website builders that have

a free plan are: 

    Wix                 GoDaddy

    Weebly           Ucraft

    Site123

own your adventure
- sharing your work -

Frame one of your artworks and

display it

Stick/Pin your sketches to a board

on your wall 

Use one of your artworks as  your

wallpaper on your phone or

desktop

Send a friend an email, if sharing

art in person is too scary at first

Share your sketchbook over coffee

Make something with your art as a

gift for a friend - it's totally unique

and gives you a purpose for letting

it go at the end.

Here are a few starting ideas - Tick any you've tried or want to try!

*Social channels are an easy way

to share, but can get gloomy if

you worry about the numbers. 

 Don't share for the follower-count

or the likes.  Do it just for you.


